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Abstract
Recent developments for automatic detection of crack indications in welding seams are presented addressing the task from a probabilistic point of view.
This work improves the algorithm developed several years ago. The distinctive feature of these algorithms is a translation of the task of detection into an
optimisation task in such a way, that the the maximum of a scoring function in
the space of all possible positions, lengths and shapes can be found exactly and
computationally effective. The progress of the new algorithm presented here
consists in the replacement of the discrete (binary) model of crack indications
(i.e. defect present vs. defect absent) previously used with a continuous grey
value model and the development of a new scoring function. The restriction
of the noise model to additive Gaussian allowed the utilisation of conjugate
priors for the posterior probability estimation in a computationally effective
way too. Results of experimental evaluation of the developed algorithm are
presented.
Keywords: industrial radiographic testing, crack detection, curve detection, detection in noisy images, Bayesian network, HMM, CDHMM, dynamic
programming, Kalman filter.
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Introduction

Crack detection in weldind seams by radiography is investigated at BAM Berlin
since a long time. Cracks are the most dangerous weld defects and at the same time
the most difficult to detect. Detection of cracks is the primary purpose of in-service
inspection of welding seams of austenitic steel pipes in power plants. Radiography
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Figure 1: Chemically etched micrograph cross section of welding seam with a typical
intergranular corrosion cracking
is a widely used non-destructive inspection method. During in-service inspection of
pipelines big quantities of welding seams have to be examined routinely. Because the
visual analysis of radiographs is labour intensive and subjective there is a demand for
automated crack detection. The presented work improves the algorithm developed
several years ago for the automated detection of longitudinal crack indications in
radiographic images of welding seams [1] by refining the underlying probabilistic
model and constructing a new scoring function and search procedure.
The task of automated crack detection is not trivial due to the specific properties of
crack indications in the radiographs. The radiography as an NDT method is particularly suited for the detection of voluminous defects. Cracks in contrast are planar
objects, their radiographic image depends highly on their orientation to the direction
of x-ray radiation. On Fig. 1 a chemically etched micrograph cross section with a
typical crack is shown. Fig. 2 illustrates the dependence of indication contrast using
numerical simulation. The part of the crack which deviates in its orientation from
the x-ray direction (> 7 − 10◦ ) produces very weak contrast in the radiograph and
practically disappears in noise. Numerical simulations and comparative evaluations
of simulated and real radiographs showed for barely visible crack indications on real
radiographs a signal to noise ratio of about one. I.e. signals to be detected have
an intensity comparable to the root mean square (RMS) value of the surrounding
background noise.
The suboptimal crack orientation in 3D causes an additional unsharpness of the
crack indications (additionally to low imaging contrast) so the crack indications
appear on the image with variable width. The difficult non-homogeneous and noisy
background due to the imaging of the welding root itself and double wall projection
of the pipe aggravate the situation even more.
The presented algorithm addresses this difficult task and allows an automatic de-

Figure 2: Welding cross section model with crack included and simulated film density
profile for vertical radiographic projection. The part of the crack which deviates in
its orientation from the x-ray direction (> 7 − 10◦ ) produces very weak contrast in
the radiograph and practically disappears in noise
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Figure 3: The score (estimation) function is a global object property acting as a
measure of goodness of a hypothesis about shape and position of the crack indication
(red curves show hypotheses examples)
tection of low contrast (low signal to noise ratios, SNR) crack indications with high
detection and low false alarm rates.
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Approach

Conventional detection techniques, especially algorithms which analyse each image
pixel using only local environment, i.e. context-less, can not be applied for low
signal to noise ratios. They produce too much false detections caused by isolated
noisy pixels and their conglomerates. An obvious solution for the low signal to noise
ratio condition is to use global properties of the object. The more object pixels are
involved in the decision making, the less is the influence of the noise on the final
detection result. Particularly for the crack indications their elongated shape must be
used. Then it is possible to calculate a global indication characteristic called score
function (or estimation function) which involves all indication pixels and estimate a
probability of the crack presence along this curve [1] (Fig. 3).
Going this way causes a new problem: because the position and shape of the indication are not know (and their determination is actually the task of the detection
algorithm), it is necessary to enumerate (explicitly or implicitly) all shape and position possibilities in order to be able to calculate their score functions. This task is
not feasible for practically relevant cases if one is going to perform such enumeration
explicitly (for example using graph theoretic methods, Fig. 4). The number of shape
possibilities grows exponentially with the indication length prohibiting a solution in
a feasible time.
The conventional approach to the problem of excessive computational complexity is
a heuristic reduction of search space. Heuristic means in this case that some (and
practically most) shapes and positions are excluded from the further investigation
based on some experimentally found criteria which have no real theoretical foundation. Such approach can result in a nearly optimal solution or falls completely aside
if the image under consideration differs from the image for which the heuristics were
developed. This problem is especially severe in low SNR conditions.
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Figure 4: Search tree for exhaustive enumeration of all shape and position possibilities (black circles denote unique paths between the start point and the current
one). The exact solution is technically not feasible for practically relevant indication
lengths (3n possibilities, where n is indication length)
An alternative approach, which is used here, is the formulation of the problem in
terms of an optimisation task, the usage of well established and theoretically based
optimisation techniques and construction of a score function in such a way, that
resource requirements for an exact solution stay in feasible limits. The optimisation
task is then formulated as follows: under all possible shapes and positions of the
crack indication, the one combination must be found which maximises the score
function:
Crack = arg max f (p1 , p2 , .., pn ),
(1)
(n,p1 ,..,pn )

where n is indication length (number of pixels) and pi are coordinates of the pixels
along the crack indication. Additionally it is required that the resulting curve is
continuous.

3

Dynamic programming and requirements for
the score function

Dynamic programming is an optimisation method which is used here. It can be very
effectively applied for searches of optima of functions in which only a few variables
are simultaneously interrelated. It is based on the principle of optimality: any
optimal sub-path of the graph can be part of the global optimal path, while any
suboptimal path cannot.
If the score function is a sum of terms, each of which depends an only a few arguments

and the arguments are discrete, then a technique based on dynamic programming,
the so called multistage optimisation, can be applied. For example, if
f (p1 , p2 , ..., pn ) = f0 (p1 ) + f1 (p1 , p2 ) + f2 (p2 , p3 ) + ... + fn−1 (pn−1 , pn ),

(2)

then the following recursion formula can be used:
f0∗ (p1 ) = f0 (p1 ),
∗
fk+1
(pk+1 ) =
max

(fk (pk , pk+1 ) + fk∗ (pk )),

pk |dist(pk ,pk+1 )=1

mk+1 (pk+1 ) = arg

max

(fk (pk , pk+1 ) +

pk |dist(pk ,pk+1 )=1

(3)

fk∗ (pk )),

where k = 0, ..., (n − 1) and condition dist(pk , pk+1 ) = 1 assures what the curve is
∗
continuous. The intermediate values fk+1
(pk+1 ) and mk+1 (pk+1 ) must be saved for
each possible argument value. Thus for all k, at the end of this phase, n tables have
been stored. The formula
M = max fn∗ (pn )
(4)
pn

is used to find the maximum of the whole score function. The values of (p1 , p2 , ..., pn )
for which the maximum is achieved are determined by scanning the stored tables
with the following recursion formula:
pn = mn = arg max fn∗ (pn ),
pn

(5)

pk = mk+1 (pk+1 ), k = (n − 1), ..., 1.
The computational cost and memory requirements of this procedure depend substantially on the number of interrelated arguments and the number of possible values
of these arguments. For the example above there are only two interrelated variable
(fi are functions of only two arguments). It worth to repeat, that all arguments of
fi must be discrete, because all of their possible values must be enumerated and an
intermediate result for each value has to be stored in a table.
Examples of application of the dynamic programming for the task of optimal border/curve detection, comparison to the graph searching technique and many references can be found in [3, 7]. As pointed out by Martelli [4] the optimisation by
dynamic programming is “blind”, that is, storage and time required do not depend
on the curve contrast and the amount of noise added to the picture. A more reasonable procedure would finish faster on quality images and require more time on noisy
ones. Although it is true in general, this drawback is not important in the task of
crack detection in digital radiographs as the noise level on radiographs is usually
very high (SNR ' 1).

4
4.1

Score function
Spatial propagation and observation model of cracks

Since the grey values recorded on a radiograph are highly disturbed by noise, the
obvious approach is to relate the observed grey values with the true changes of the

penetrating radiation through a stochastic model. A Bayesian network is the most
complete model for this purpose. It can be used to find out updated knowledge of
the true state of pixel elements when the evidence variables (recorded grey values)
are observed. This process of computing the posterior distribution of variables for
a given evidence is called probabilistic inference. The posterior gives a universal
sufficient statistic for detection applications.
The Bayesian network is also very useful when a spatial interrelation of image pixels
can be assumed. This is definitely the case here because the crack indication is a
continuous curve, i.e. the presence of a crack indication in at least one neighbour
point is required to infer the presence of an indication in the current point. However, the Bayesian model is to general for this purpose and this dependence on the
neighbourhood can be better described by a more specialised model, which is the
Markov model (MM).
Combination of both models (observation and spatial dependence (propagation)
models) results in a hidden Markov model (HMM) as the model for spatial propagation and observation of cracks.
The progress of the new algorithm presented here consists in the replacement of the
discrete (binary) model of crack indications (i.e. defect present vs. defect absent)
previously used with a continuous grey value indication model resulting in a continuous density hidden Markov model (CDHMM). We want the algorithm to propagate
the continuous probability density (CPD) of the crack indication intensity, conditioned on knowledge of the actual grey values of the current and the neighbour pixels
/ local areas. The shape of CPD conveys the amount of certainty we have in the
knowledge of the probability of the true crack indication intensity (let us name it
h). If the density plot is a narrow peak, then most of the probability ”weight” is
concentrated in a narrow band of h values. On the other hand, if the plot has a
gradual shape, the probability is spread over a wider range of h, indicating that we
are less sure in its value. Once such a CPD function is propagated, the ”optimal”
estimate can be defined. Possible choices would include: the mean, the mode (the
value of x that has the highest probability density, i.e. arg max p(x)) and the median
(Fig. 5).

4.2

Conjugate prior

In general case the CDHMM is very computationally expensive requiring numerical
integration for each image pixel, which prevented the usage of continuous distributions before:
p(z|h)p(h)
p(h|z) = R
,
(6)
p(z|h)p(h)dh
where h is the true indication intensity and z is the observed indication intensity on
the radiograph.
The restriction of the noise model to additive Gaussian allows utilisation of conjugate
priors for the posterior probability estimation in a computationally effective way. In
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Figure 5: Posterior conditional density as function of prior information and the
actual measurement
Bayesian probability theory, a class of prior probability distributions p(h) is said
to be conjugate to a class of likelihood functions p(z|h) if the resulting posterior
distributions p(h|z) are in the same family as p(h). For example, the Gaussian family
is conjugate to itself (or self-conjugate): if the likelihood is Gaussian distributed with
a known variance σ 2 and mean z, choosing a Gaussian prior with parameters hprior
2
and σprior
will ensure that the posterior distribution is also Gaussian (Fig. 5) with
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For the case of Gaussian distributed noise even an optimal recursive estimator, the
Kalman filter, is readily available, which is therefore used in the presented algorithm.

4.3

The Kalman filter

The Kalman filter is an efficient recursive filter which estimates the state of a dynamic system (minimizing the mean-square error) from a series of incomplete and
noisy measurements. Recursive means that only the estimated state from the previous step and the current measurement are needed to compute the estimate for the
current state. In contrast to Wiener-type filters, no history of observations and/or
estimates is required.

For a system which can be described by a linear model and in which all measurement
noises are white and Gaussian (normal), the mean, mode, median and virtually any
reasonable choice for an ”optimal” estimate all coincide, so there is in fact an unique
”best” estimate of the value of x [5]. A Kalman filter performs the CPD propagation
and under these restrictions, it can be shown to be the best one. If the Gaussian
assumption is removed, the Kalman filter can be shown to be the best filter (with
minimum error variance) out of the class of linear unbiased filters.
There are a strong duality and also some important differences between the equations of the Kalman filter and those of the hidden Markov model. Eq. 7 and 8 for
the posterior parameters estimation of a Gaussian distribution are translated to the
equations of the simplest Kalman filter if the method is defined how the parameters of the conjugate priors are calculated from the posteriors of the previous step
(previous image point for the task described here).
In the discrete Markov model the term transition probability is used. For the continuous Markov model the transition probability is translated to the two dimensional
probability density function (PDF). Because the Markov model can represent an
arbitrary distribution for the next value of the state variables one has to resort to
additional computationally expensive numerical integration in order to obtain the
prior distribution.
The Kalman filter, because of the limitation to Gaussian noise model, describes the
propagation of the prior information differently: a linear operator is applied to the
state in order to generate a new state, with some noise mixed in, and optionally some
information from the controls of the system if they are known. Since a constant indication intensity is assumed (is variates in reality, but no deterministic assumptions
about the changes can be made), the state change and control operators can be left
away, so only the added noise is preserved in the model:
hi
σi

prior
prior

= h(i−1) post ,
= Kf σ(i−i) post ,

(9)

where Kf is a fading coefficient reflecting the increased uncertainty as on Fig. 6
(Kf > 1). Such a model is much simpler and more convenient, which makes calculations feasible for the task considered here.

4.4

Score function

The recursive property of the Kalman filter, i.e. the property that the current state
estimation depends only on the estimation for one previous step, is well suited to
build a score function which can be optimised using dynamic programming. Similarly to the previous algorithm [1], the score function is defined as the sum of
Shannon’s information gains about the hypotheses of indication presence in each
image point along the hypothetical indication:
f (p1 , p2 , .., pn ) =

n
X
i=1

dI(pi ) =

n
X
i=1

(log P (h|zi ) − log Pprior ),

(10)
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Figure 6: Transition of the posterior density at previous step to the prior density
for the current step
where h is the expected signal intensity (an input parameter), P (h|zi ) is the posterior
cumulative probability that the true indication intensity in this point is higher than
the value of interest h and Pprior is a context-less a priori probability, which has
to be supplied as an input parameter too (for example 0.5 is a reasonable default).
The information gain arises by the calculation of a posteriori probability for each
indication point according to indication intensity zi and the noise standard deviation
σ estimated from the underling image using a specially developed local operator.
This local operator is basically a directional gradient operator and is described in
details in [1].
Each component of this sum depends on two parameters:
P (h|zi ) = N (h; hi

post , σi post ),

(11)

where hi post and σi post are given by Eq. 7 and 8 and are functions of noise estimation
σ, evident indication estimation zi and two priors hi prior and σi prior . These priors for
the current point i are calculated using the Kalman filter from the current estimation
zi and posteriors from the previous step h(i−1) post and σ(i−1) post using Eq. 9.
Now the problem is, that h(i−1) post and σ(i−1) post , on which P (h|zi ) finally depends,
are continuous values, whereas dynamic programming works only with functions
of discrete arguments. So at this point the single heuristic used here has to be
introduced which adaptively quantizes continuous parameters producing a discrete
set of possible values. This procedure is adaptive, because the quantization levels
are not fixed, but adjusted according to the current noise estimation σi post .

5

Experimental results

The algorithm is implemented in the C++ programming language as a command
line program. It is available for UNIX-like systems as well as for MS-Windows Win32
environment and is suitable for batch execution or to be used as a computational
engine by other applications (for example graphic user interfaces). The detection
algorithm is fully controlled by the following set of parameters:
•
•
•
•

minimal SNR (h/σ) of objects of interest (controls algorithm sensitivity)
σ-propagation coefficient Kf (Kf > 1)
significant probability of indication presence Pprior (default is 0.5)
transversal spatial resolution (minimal and maximal indication width: wmin
and wmax )
• minimal significant indication length Lsign (longitudinal resolution)
For the last three parameters reasonable defaults exist. Only the minimal SNR of
searched objects and the σ-propagation coefficient are essential and have to be tuned
for a given application.
The performance of the algorithm was evaluated on simulated as well as on real
radiographs.

5.1

Evaluation on synthetic images

A separate program was written for the generation of the simulated images. This
program simulates radiography-specific influencing factors, which allows to obtain
realistically looking images with low SNR without need of a real complex simulation
software. Namely, the geometrical unsharpness and the MTF of the detector are
simulated separately (before and after addition of the quantum noise). The process
together with the detection result is illustrated in Fig. 7.
The algorithm was tested on many hundreds of simulated images with different
SNRs using different control parameters. Because the true positions of indications
are know for the synthetic images, the correct detection and false alarm rates can be
easily calculated. On basis of this investigation the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) can be build (Fig. 8). It was possible to show, that the developed algorithm is
able to detect up to 80% of crack indications, simulated with SNR of 0.5, whereas the
probability of false alarm stayed under 1.5%. This is a significant improovement to
the algorithm [1] (developed before), which does not propagate a priori information
between the indication points. The previous algorithm was able to perform similarly
for SN R ' 1 but failed completely for SN R = 0.5.

5.2

Evaluation on real images

For evaluation of the algorithm on real radiographs a set of real images was used
consisting of one hundred of digitised real radiographs of austenitic steel pipes from
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Figure 7: Generation of the synthetic image with low SNR and the result of detection: a) random crack-like curve; b) geometrical unsharpness added; c) quantum
noise added (SNR=0.5); d) detector unsharpness added; e) result of automatic detection
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Figure 8: ROC evaluation on a set of 100 synthetic images, SN R = 0.5, evaluation
box 16 × 64 pixels

nuclear power plants. The radiographs were taken at standard conditions according
to EN1435, testing class B (160 kV X-ray source, C5 system class film according
to EN584-1). They were digitised with 70 µm pixel size and 12 bits grey value
resolution (with a CCD NDT scanner produced by DBA Systems).
The true data are known for this image set, because after non-destructive testing
the welds were explored destructively by means of grinding [6].
An example of such a radiograph and a result of detection are shown on Fig. 9.
The detection algorithm was applied with the following control parameters: wmin =
2 pixels, wmax = 10 pixels, Lsign = 128 pixels, Pprior = 0.5, Kf = 1.15 and h = 4.4σ.
Because the positions of existing defects in this set are known, the correct detection
and the false alarm rates can be found. They are presented in a ROC plot on
Fig. 10. The same plot (Fig. 10) includes the CD and F A rates of several experienced
inspectors [2, 6]. They have visually and independently from each other analysed
the same set of digitised radiographs using conventional image processing means.
Defects were detected with 1 cm resolution in length direction. The whole set of
one hundred images was analysed by each inspector. Each point on the ROC plot
indicates the CD and F A rates of each inspector averaged over the whole image set.
The Fig. 10 shows, additionally to the human results and results obtained with the
developed algorithm, the results of the previously developed algorithm [1], which
was applied to the same dataset. The currently presented algorithm shows for real
images only some slight improvement in respect to the older algorithm. Despite
the lower CD and higher F A rates, as compared to synthetic images, the developed algorithm performs comparably to visual (manual) inspection made by trained
human inspectors. Although some inspectors slightly outperform the automated algorithms, the algorithms is able to deliver more consistent results, which are easily
reproducible.

5.3

Discussion

There are several reasons in this trial for the imperfect performance of humans as
well as both automatic algorithms. The radiographs of test specimens have been
made only from one direction (only one projection was taken of each part of the
weld). Due to that it is very likely that not all crack defects were radiographed from
the optimal direction. Therefore they are not imaged completely on the radiographs
and also can not be detected completely (for example see position 36-37 on Fig. 9).
At the same time, the grinding allows to find all arbitrary located defects inside of
each cut. So the number of correct detections will be referred to the whole number
of defect areas even if they are not imaged on the radiographs. As a consequence
the CD rates of humans as well as the algorithm can not reach 100%.
From another side, the grinding has been made with 1 cm spacing: it provides no
information about defects between the cuts. I.e. if a short crack is located between
the cuts, it will be not counted as a true defect and the calculated F A rate will be
affected (both for humans and the detection algorithm).

Figure 9: a) An example of digitised double-wall projection radiograph of a welding
seam. Lead markers (numbers in white squares) are used as references during radiograph interpretation. The crack indication is at position 32-39 under the welding
seam; b) High-pass filtered radiograph from (a) (for visualisation of discontinuities
only); c) Result produced by the developed crack detection algorithm from the radiograph shown on (a). True positive detections were made in boxes 32-36 an 38
and overdetections were made for boxes 30,31,40 (below the seam) and 32 (above
the seam)
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Figure 10: Receiver operating characteristic of the current crack detection algorithm
in comparison to the performance of several experienced inspectors. The ROC
was obtained on the set of one hundred real radiographs for which the true data
are known. “+” - human results (different inspectors, one point per inspector,
CD and F A averaged over the image set), “” - algorithm [1], “◦” - the currently
presented algorithm (each point for different combinations of control parameters).
Algorithm control parameters used: wmin = 2, wmax = 6, Lsign = 128, Pprior = 0.5,
Kf = 1.1 − 2.0 and h = 3.5 − 4.5

It is worth to mention again, that the developed algorithm detects all elongated
crack-like indications. This means, that real crack indications and crack-like looking objects, i.e. root undercut from the welding process, which are not cracks in
reality, cannot be distinguished by the algorithm. At the same time, the trained
inspectors are able to do so without difficulties. Cracks and undercuts can be easily
distinguished in destructive tests too. This may be a reason why the developed
algorithm does not perform absolutely better than humans.
A drawback of the developed algorithm, which must be mentioned, is the long
execution time: 5-30 min dependent on the image contents (for 3 Mpix image, on
Athlon 64 FX-53 2.4 GHz).
Based on this experimental evaluation, a range of possible practical application of the
algorithm can be suggested. The algorithm still can not replace human inspectors,
because any significantly better performance can be demonstrated. Nevertheless, a
comparable performance can be shown, so it can be used in a multistage inspection
process and improve either quality of inspection (if used parallel to human inspectors) or throughput of the system (if used before human inspection for sorting out
certainly flawless radiographs).
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